Subject

Art and Design

Topics included in the exam

‘Fragments’ or’ Best of British’

Resources available

Students need to develop their ideas and make
connections with the work of other artists.
BBC BITESIZE
Websites of major galleries
www.tate .org
www.national gallery .org.uk
www.british museum
www.vam.ac.uk
www.satchi-gallery.co.uk
www.guggenheim.org

How to access resource

Resources available to support Written work
 Key words
 Annotations
 Evaluations
 Artist analysis
These are available on the CRL- ART
/CURRICULUM/YR11.
Ensure planning work is carried out for the
theme.
Supporting studies carried out from primary
research for the theme- photography, drawings
and paintings.
Students can stay after school to develop ideas.

How can parents support in the revision process

Additional information

The work Journal should contain a minimum of
20 A3 pages or the equivalent. The folder must
contain 10 weeks’ work. The exam will take
place on the 17and 18 July. The folder must be
handed in on the 18July

Strategies for effective revision

Students must make sure that their work journal
cover the 4 assessment objectives
 Develop ideas
 Refine ideas through experimentation
 Recording
Final piece and connections with artists

Subject

Child development

Topics included in the mock (or excluded if
simpler)

The family
Childhood nutrition
Family planning
Maturation
Conception
Contraception
Pre conceptual care
Pregnancy
birth
New baby
Care of newborn &
Feeding & weaning
Child development – Miranda Walker
Letts study guide for Child development
Classwork notes
Homework research

Resources available

How to access resource

School based text book
Purchase Letts guide in school or purchase on
line

How can parents support in the revision process

Look at key words in each section of text book
and test for knowledge and understanding.

Strategies for effective revision

Revision questions in text book
Quick check on key words
Reading and research on topics covered
Look at past in class tests and improvements

Subject

Computer Science

Topics included in the exam

Computer Science

Resources available






Algorithms
Data types and structures
Searching and sorting
Problem solving





How to access resource








How can parents support in the revision process

Strategies for effective revision









Subject

Software
Networks
System security
Ethical, legal, cultural and environmental
issues
Class notes
Textbook
Subject presentations on the CRL
Past papers available both on the CRL
and OCR website
Revision guides
Online coding websites – students have
list
Students notes
OCR website
Copies of CRL resources emailed
home\on portable drives
Online
Allow access to their computers to
practice coding skills
Ensure students take regular breaks but
return to their revision
Ensure students have a quiet working
environment

GCSE Design Technology
As this is the first year of teaching for this new 91 course, we will be using the only AQA
specimen paper currently available.

Topics included in the exam

Resources available

 SECTION A: Core Technical Principles –
multiple choice questions and short answer
questions
 SECTION B: Specialist Technical Principles –
short answer questions to extended writing
type questions
 SECTION C: Designing and Making Principles
– product analysis, technical drawing and
short answer questions.
 ALL students have been given a GCSE DT
Revision book from which to revise and a
revision list outlining the key topics for this
paper.
 Unfortunately, there are no additional AQA
specimen papers available for this new
qualification.
 There are a number of websites specifically

How to access resource

How can parents support in the revision process

Additional information

designed to teach DT theory for the exam
e.g. BBC Bitesize and Technologystudent.com
 Revision lists have been circulated
electronically via SMHW and a printed
version given out in class.
 Extremely useful websites for DT theory:
BBC Bitesize:
www.bbc.com/education/subjects/zg9d7ty
Technology Student:
www.technologystudent.com
 Each student should be making a set of
detailed revision notes from class teaching
and discussions of each key topic. Please
ensure that these notes are kept up to date.
 YouTube clips have their place in the
understanding of complex systems and
processes used in DT. Please ensure that any
internet resources are used responsibly and
effectively.
AQA will release the contextual challenges for
the Non-Exam Assessment (coursework projects)
on June 1st. We will be following an intensive
design and make activity thereafter which is
worth 50% of the overall mark in this subject.

Subject

DANCE

Topics included in the exam

Safe Practice
Choreography (both own and hypothetical)
Set Phrases- knowledge of skills and
improvements
Performance skills (physical, technical,
expressive, mental).
Improving performances
Shadows
Emancipation of Expressionism
Artificial Things
A Linha Curva
Within Her Eyes
Infra
AQA Specification
Fact Files
Edmodo group with power points
Workbooks provided for each unit.
Links to the professional videos
Set Phrase Videos
AQA Website
Students have an Edmodo group= GCSE Dance
2016-2018- Code= hp2e4q

Resources available

How to access resource

How can parents support in the revision process

Strategies for effective revision

Subject
Topics included in the mock (or excluded if
simpler)
Multiple Choice Question (based on stage craft
and vocabulary)
Questions on Midsummer Night’s Dream:
Costume ideas, staging ideas
Long question on how to play a character in a
certain scene and in another part of the play.

By providing a quiet workplace for revision.
By encouraging students to create ‘imaginary
choreographies’ about random/ obscure things.
Ask them questions like:
What actions would you use? What dynamics?
What space? How would you develop the
motifs? How would you improve the
performance etc.?
Encourage students to make flash cards/ revision
notes to recap information quickly and
effectively.
Encourage deeper answers- interpretation and
evaluation.
Quiet places.
Watching the professional performances as
much as they can.
Recapping notes and working with someone to
ask each other questions.
Always ask them, WHY this has been chosen and
provide examples.

Drama
They MUST use the vocabulary of Drama to gain
the marks.

Resources available

Past papers/ Exemplars in their Specification and
also on line under:
AQA Drama 2018 exemplar papers and marks
schemes
AQA website: Drama GCSE

How to access resource

EDMODO/Show My Homework/ AQA Drama
GCSE on AQA website
If they need any of these resources as they
cannot access them I or my colleague can show
them where to access them.
Parents can make them work on the TIMING as

How can parents support in the revision process

that is what defeats the students most. They
should revise using the 45minute allowance or, if
extra time, add that on.
Test their vocab knowledge which is in the
yellow guide book.

Recommended time to spend on subject in
preparation for mock exam

This really will depend on the individual student
and their workload. Roughly 8 hours.
The students will also have practice questions
prior to the Mock.
They will NOT have the Live production question
this time but they will in the real exam.
They will have an hour rather than 90 minutes
instead
Essay practice to time
Prep for the questions as guides
Revise the vocab
Work in pairs as this helps to cover all aspects.

Strategies for effective revision

Subject
Topics included in the mock (or excluded
if simpler)

Resources available

How to access resource

English and English Literature





















How can parents support in the revision
process






An Inspector Calls
Poetry (Power and Conflict)
Unseen Poetry
Reading – one literature fiction extract
Writing to describe
Writing to narrate
Revision guides for set texts (York Notes/CGP)
Revision guides for reading skills
Revision guides for writing skills
Sample papers and mark schemes
Lit Charts on-line
Exemplar essays
http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/english/gcse
SMHW for homework booklets and shared resources
www.bbc.co.uk/education/subjects/zr9d7ty
http://www.educationquizzes.com/gcse/english/
www.collins.co.uk
www.youtube.com/user/mrbruff
Resources to purchase – collins.co.uk/revision – Snap
revision

Oversee work is done on a regular basis
Check notes on Literature texts: context, plot,
character, theme, language, structure,
quotations and authorial intention
Read practice essays to ensure they are clear on







Strategies for effective revision















Subject

essay structure
Use PETAL to structure paragraphs
Become familiar with subject terminology which
has to be included in literature as well as
language analysis
Allow students to watch good film versions of
text studied
Challenge student’s language – play
synonym/antonym games
Encourage reading of a ‘Broadsheet’ newspaper
at the weekend (or a section)
Highlighting and annotating texts
Re-reading set texts at least three times
Learning quotations (spider diagrams, post it
notes, copying out – research says something
must be repeated 16x for it to be retained)
Knowing the breakdown of the papers
Practicing papers or parts of papers according to
set times allocated for the different questions
Knowing the mark scheme
Knowing the timings of the papers
Flash cards on set texts
Learning acronyms for writing style
(AFOREST/PETAL/ICE)
Watching revision videos – Mr Bruff
Attending revision courses
Seeing texts in film or theatrical versions

Food preparation and Nutrition
Paper 1: Theoretical knowledge of food preparation and nutrition from Sections
1 to 5. These are

Topics included
in the exam

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Food, nutrition and health
Food science
Food safety
Food choice
Food provenance.

The Questions include
 Multiple choice questions (20 marks)



Five questions, each with a number of sub questions (80 marks)






Resources
available

How to access
resource

ALL students have been given a GCSE FPN revision book
All students have intensive class notes in their book
All students will be given previous assessments to help revision
All students received a copy of the specification outlining the content of the
curriculum which will appear on the exam paper.
There are a number of websites specifically designed to teach FPN theory for the
exam e.g.
https://www.ifst.org/lovefoodlovescience
http://www.aqa.org.uk/
www.foodafactoflife.org.uk
https://www.nutrition.org.uk
 Revision lists will be circulated electronically via SMHW and a printed version
given out in class.

How can parents
support in the
revision process

Parents can monitor and ensure that
 students are making a set of detailed revision notes .
 Students are completing their revision book
 Students are correcting their previous assessments using a green pen

Additional
information

Year 10 Cookery club happens on a Wednesday.

Strategies for
effective revision

 Ensure that students understand each key topic – if in doubt, please ask the
teacher.
 Each student should have a detailed revision timetable that they follow.
 Students need to become confident and familiar with the specification by
completing past exam papers.
 Students need to constantly go over the answers in their revision booklets to
reinforce the learning.

Subject

Geography

Topics included in the
exam

Component 1 (Global Geography)
 Hazardous Earth
 Development Dynamics
 Challenges of an Urban World

Resources available

Component 2 (UK Geography)
 UK Geology
 Coastal Processes and Pressures
 River Process and Pressures
 Fieldwork Investigations
Component 3 (Geographical Issues)
 Biospheres
 Forests under Threat
 Consuming Resources
 Decision Making Exercise
 ‘Student Checklist’ booklet that covers hazards,
development and urbanisation - a vital document that lists
all sections of the syllabus students need to understand
and learn for each topic. Students have been given these
sheets individually already – but this document includes
all if any have been misplaced. (saved on fronter)
 Unit glossaries and predicted exam questions for
components 1 & 2- Students can test themselves on key
words, organised by each topic. They can also revise
(once they have sorted their notes and memorised) by
working through these past/predicted exam questions.
(saved on fronter already)
 Revision notes Available for components 1 & 2 (global
geography and UK geography) these notes follow the
specification and are useful to refer to if students class
notes are brief or missing.
 Revision Sessions These take place every Thursday
lunchtime from 1pm in Z204 and cover course content and
exam technique.
 Model exam essays and exam technique’ booklet.
Students can read through this to remind themselves of
the key exam technique needed for each question type.
Students should already be familiar with these exam skills
as we rehearse and assess this in their homework essays
and end of unit tests. Students must look at their teacher
targets to remind themselves of areas on exam technique
they should be practising.
 Revision/text books to purchase – there are some great
revision books and core text books you can purchase,
however students should double check they are covering
all parts of the syllabus using their ‘student guides’.
Summary resources/books available:
-

REVISE Edexcel GCSE (9-1) Geography B Revision Cards. PEARSON
REVISE Edexcel GCSE (9-1) Geography B Revision Guide. Paperback –
26 Oct 2016. PEARSON

Practice exam question books:
-

REVISE Edexcel GCSE (9-1) Geography B Revision Nov 2016.
PEARSON
New Grade 9-1 GCSE Geography Edexcel B: Investigating
Geographical Issues - Exam Practice Workbook. CGP books.

CORE text book:

GCSE (9-1) Geography Specification B: Investigating Geographical Issues 2016
(Edexcel Geography GCSE Specification B 2016. PEARSON. Cooper et al.

How to access resource

The resources described above are saved on the school’s Fronter
system. https://fronter.com/brent/. Students can use the

following geography log in: Username - geog.101. Password –
jfs1.

How can parents
support in the revision
process

Strategies for effective
revision

 Support students check they have an organised set of
notes to revise from. Students can struggle to use the
document above ‘- Student Checklist’ booklet to check
off their notes and will often miss sections out in their
learning. Help going through this would support students.
If there are sections missing use fronter to find missing
reading sheets.
 Time consuming but students need to memorise a lot in
geography – testing them on their revision notes and key
words will help with this.
 As with any subject, making a workable plan to organise
how and when to memorise each topic will help. We
advise that ‘memorising’ should be done in 20 minutes
chunks with short breaks and with no music. When
students are doing longer jobs of organising files, notes
and writing revision notes they can concentrate for longer
(and maybe with music to keep them motivated).
We recommend the following steps for successful revision for
geography:
 Step 1: Planning - Ensuring all aspects of the syllabus are
covered in the file/revision notes you are learning from.
Use the ‘Student Checklist’ booklet on fronter – these
should already in your file which is a summary of the
specification from our exam board. The most frequent way
in which students lose marks is unfamiliarity with a section
of the syllabus. This is a very important step. Here is a link
to Edexcel (B) specification also:
https://qualifications.pearson.com/en/qualifications/edex
cel-gcses/geography-b-2016.html
 Step 2: Revision notes – we hope you have created your
revision notes as you have gone along this year, as we
have advised. You should use your class note packs and
class readings (all saved on fronter) and the text book (if
you have it). We have discussed lots of ways of creating
notes – flash cards, summary sentences and trigger
words, quizzes, posters, mind maps. See examples on
fronter in our revision section. As you create these notes
you must check you understand the geography. You may
wish to make a list of areas of the syllabus you are unsure
on to ask you teacher and mark these areas off on your
student checklist booklet.
 Step 3: Actively Memorising - Geography is a large
content based subject. Geographical understanding (e.g.
how is a volcano formed?) and place knowledge (e.g.
how many people were affected by the eruption of Mount
Nyiragongo?) need to be learnt. Students should identify
areas of the syllabus that are not yet ‘learnt’/’know off the
top of their head’ and practise learning these. They should
experiment with ways of doing this. Some ideas include –

covering revision notes up and rewriting quickly, putting
sticky notes of key facts of difficult areas around your bed
room and keep looking at them, design
rhymes/mnemonics to help you memorise or testing key
ideas with a friend.
Step 4: Practice exam questions – Use your own blue
essay book to remind yourself of the exam technique
needed for 2 markers, 4 markers and 8 markers. We have
also created a list of possible exam questions which you
may wish to use this to check how your memorising is
going. Read your teacher WWW & EBI from homework
essays and tests to also guide on exam technique.

Subject

History

Topics included in the exam

Crime & Punishment, Whitechapel
 Crime & Punishment 1000-present day
 Whitechapel, 1870-1900, Crime, policing & inner city
Elizabethan England 1558-1588
 Elizabeth’s succession to the throne – including religious
settlement

Strategies for effective
revision

 Threats to Elizabeth’s reign at home & abroad
 Elizabethan Society in the age of exploration
 Step 1: Get organised –
Ensuring all aspects of the syllabus are covered in the
file/revision notes you are learning from. Use the
‘Student Checklist’ in the front of your exercise books.
The most frequent way in which students lose marks is
unfamiliarity with a section of the syllabus. This is a very
important step. Students help each other in study groups.
 Step 2: Creating Revision notes –
You may wish to write/type out revision notes using the
student check list (or on flash cards/make mind maps).
Use colour coding, timelines and produce in whatever
format helps you learn. We have advised you do this
already. As you do this, check you understand the history
you are writing up. You may wish to make a list of areas
of the syllabus you are unsure on to ask you teacher
when you arrive back in school after the holidays. Mark
these areas off on your student checklist.
 Step 3: Actively Memorising –
History is a large content based subject. Historical
conceptual understanding (e.g. causes of the Spanish
Armada) and contextual knowledge (e.g. Dates, names,
places) need to be learnt. Students should identify areas
of the syllabus that are not yet ‘learnt’/’know off the top
of their head’ and practise learning these. They should
experiment with ways of doing this. Some ideas include –
covering revision notes up and rewriting quickly, putting
sticky notes of key facts of difficult areas around your bed
room and keep looking at them, design
rhymes/mnemonics to help you memorise or testing key
ideas with a friend/study groups.
 Step 4: Practice exam questions
Practice exam questions – this can test what they know
and what they are struggling with and need to learn. It
can also practise their exam technique. Students can use
‘revision booklets’ for how to guides to answer
questions. This is a relatively new syllabus but there is a
list of sample questions for both papers created by the
department. As advised above you can also purchase
Edexcel’s Work Book which has practice questions and
answers at the back.

How to access resource

Revision booklets on both topics with exam practice questions
Past papers
Textbook for each paper ISBN: 978-1-4718-6172-7
978-1-4718-6181-9

How can parents support in the
revision process

Recommended time to spend
on subject in preparation for
the exam

Strategies for effective
revision

SMH


Edexcel website:
https://qualifications.pearson.com/en/qualifications/ede
xcel-gcses/history2016.coursematerials.html#filterQuery=category:Pearson
-UK:Category%2FSpecification-and-sample-assessments

 Support students check they have an organised set of
notes to revise from. Students can struggle to use the
document above ‘Student Checklist’ booklet to check off
their notes and will often miss sections out in their
learning. Help going through this would support students.
If there are sections missing – print off the reading
booklets per topic.
 Time consuming but students need to memorise a lot in
history – testing them on their revision notes, flashcards
and key words/dates/names/events/terminology/places
will help with this
 As with any subject, making a workable plan to organise
how and when to memorise each topic will help. We
advise that ‘memorising’ should be done in 20 minutes
chunks with short breaks and with no music. When
students are doing longer jobs of organising files, notes
and writing revision notes they can concentrate for
longer (and maybe with music to keep them motivated).
 Support students by helping them to practice exam
questions in timed conditions. Checking students work
for spelling, punctuation, grammar and expression.
Oversee revision schedule and exam timetable
 Making revision notes (although this should have
already been done) 6 hrs for Crime & Punishment
and 4 hours per for Elizabeth. If this step has not
yet been done, we suggest students print out our
revision booklets
 Depending on the needs of each student, at least
an hour ‘memorising’ each topic (so 6 hours
altogether) is a good guide.
 In addition students might want to practise exam
questions under exam conditions.

Subject
Topics included

Resources available

Ivrit











All four contexts
All three tenses
Reading/ writing and listening
Able to write using PPFOJE
Class notes
booklets
Resources on Edmodo and Show MY
Homework
Past papers available both on the AQA
website
Revision guides
Speak to your teacher if you need
assistance

How to access resource





Students notes
AQA website
Edmodo pages and SMHW

How can parents support in the revision process



Ensure students take regular breaks but
return to their revision
Ensure students have a quiet working
environment
If able, to test their children on
vocabulary and for speaking exam




Recommended time to spend on your subject in
preparation for exam





Strategies for effective revision











At least 15 minutes every day to revise
vocabulary
15 Minutes every day to revise for
speaking exam
12 hours to do past papers for at least 4
different years
Practice past questions without the
notes then check the answers with the
mark schemes
Revision cards either on paper or
electronically
Use your vocabulary lists to revise
Practice questions in exam conditions
Speaking presentation and vocabulary
should be learned in small chunks, little
and often.
Come to support sessions, every
Wednesday from 1-1:30 in R210
Ask for an Ivrit buddy through the
Edmodo group

Subject

Mathematics

Topic included in the
exam

All topics since the start of the academic year (September 2017)
List of topics will be shared with students on Show My Homework.

Resources available

How to access resource

How can parents support
in the revision process

Strategies for effective
revision








Class notes
Textbook/Collins Connect
Previous tests
Revision guides/workbooks
Mymaths booster packs GCSE (9-1)
Websites: Maths Watch – videos and worksheets explaining
each topic in detail
 Websites : Edexcel past papers for general practise
 Websites: Corbett maths and Kesh maths by topic
 Websites: MrCarterMaths.com to improve skills
Please ask your Maths teachers if you don’t have the login details
for any of these
 Students notes
 Edexcel website
 https://vle.mathswatch.co.uk/vle/ (individual logins)
 www.mrcartermaths.com (whole school login)
 www.corbettmaths.com (free)
 www.keshmaths.com (free)
 https://www.savemyexams.co.uk/ (free)
 www.mymaths.co.uk (whole school login)
 Login to mymaths to access the booster packs
Using:
https://app.mymaths.co.uk/myportal/library/14/intro/boosterpacks
Please ask your Maths teachers if you don’t have the login
details for any of these
 Encourage students to use video clips from MathsWatchVLE to
explain when they get stuck
 Ensure students take regular breaks but return to their revision
 Ensure students have a quiet working environment
 Practice an exam paper in timed conditions
 Mark exam papers almost immediately after completing
 Make posters to show key terms/key formulae
 Make flash cards to show make links between topic s
 Ensure you follow exam procedure when practising – e.g.
answers to be written in answer box, cross out any incorrect
answers (do not scribble out), use black ink (to practise using
the pen you will write in)
 Read the question three times.
o Identify what you need to do
o Extract key points from question and think through the
process to be carried out
o Do the question, and read a third time in order to
check you have fully answered the question.
 Revise by topic using websites such as
SaveMyHomework/Kesh/Corbett maths after identifying areas




that you need to focus on
Use a highlighter to identify key points in an exam question so
that the question is fully answered
Show all working out, even when practising a calculator paper

Subject

MFL – French and Spanish

Topics included in the exam


Local area, holiday and travel
Discussing holidays and weather; What are you doing this
summer?; How would you like to spend your holidays?; Going to
Barcelona; What was it like?; I would like to reserve …: My
terrible holiday!:

School
Talking about school; Talking about school uniform; How are
your studies going?; My new school!; It is forbidden!; Going to
Zaragoza!; My clubs and my achievements!;

Identity and culture
Talking about socialising and family; Describing people; My
favourite apps; What are you doing?; Reading is a joy!; Pictures!;
Relationships;

Identity and Culture
Talking about free-time activities; Talking about TV programmes
and films; What do you normally do? A sport fanatic!; Recent
topics!; Discussing entertainment; Talking about inspirational
people!;

Resources available

www.languagesonline.org.uk
Has a range of grammar and vocabulary activities
and exercises for both French and Spanish at
different levels of ability.
www.memrise.com
An excellent website/app for learning useful
vocabulary in a range of different languages. In
particular, there are uploaded vocabulary lists for
the Edexcel French and Spanish GCSEs.
https://www.memrise.com/course/89252/edexcelgcse-spanish-vocabulary-list/
https://www.memrise.com/course/89149/edexcelgcse-french-vocabulary-list/
www.duolingo.com
An excellent website/app for learning useful
vocabulary in a range of different languages.
www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/french/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/spanish/
Excellent activities for exam revision on all 4 skills for
GCSE, arranged in to foundation and higher tiers,
based on a range of different topics.
www.edexcel.com
Has all the past papers for listening and reading
foundation and higher tiers for both

How to access resource

Most websites are free to access.
You will need to create your own log-in details for
both memrise and duolingo, if you haven’t already.

-

How can parents support in the revision
process

Recommended time to spend on subject in
preparation for the exam

Strategies for effective revision

Subject

Show interest in what is being taught and
learnt
- Encourage spending time on internet
resources listed above.
- Regular testing on vocabulary/having simple
conversations at home.
- Buy a revision guide.
- Encourage cultural visits (e.g. Instituto
Cervantes / Institut francais).
- Book holiday revision courses.
- Book trips abroad/exchanges/crosscurricular trips abroad.
- Encourage students to research on the
internet key interests in the target language
- Ensure that students have their own
dictionary.
- An ideal time would be around 30 minutes
per day, numerous times per week.
The key to improving in a foreign language is little
and often.

- Regular exposure to the language.
- Post-it notes stuck around the bedroom/other
places in the house.
- Using the smartphone apps for relevant websites.
- Flash cards for vocabulary.
- Revise tenses thoroughly.
- Practice past papers regularly.
- Speaking practice buddies.

MUSIC

Topics included in the mock (or excluded if
simpler)





AoS 1 – Instrumental Music 1700-1820
AoS 2 – Vocal Music
AoS 3 – Music for Stage and Screen

Resources available





Student work packs
Text book
Past papers available both on the CRL
and Edexcel website
Revision guides
Music CDs and audio files




How to access resource





Area of Study work packs
Edexcel Website
CD recordings



Encourage students to listen to the set
works for each Area of Study with the
scores
Create revision cards for each set work,
outlining the key musical features
Learn the vocabulary for each set work
Learn the Section B table for each set
work

How can parents support in the revision process




Strategies for effective revision










Practice past questions without the
notes then check the answers with the
mark schemes
Write out and learn all the main musical
themes from the set works as they will
feature in the dictation question in the
listening exam
Revision cards either on paper or
electronically
Use glossary of technical terms to create
mini tests
Practice questions in exam conditions
Write essay plans for each set work

Subject

GCSE Physical Education

Topics included in the exam

The exam will be 1hour 45 minutes
The exam will include all 3 topics you have
been taught this year.
Paper/Component 1:
Topic 1.1Musculo Skeletal
Topic 3. Physical Training
Paper/Component 2:
Topic 2. Sports Psychology

How to access resources

 Textbook: PE Edexcel (9-1), Pearson

(2016)
 Personal Learning Checklists (from
the Edexcel GCSE Specification),
glossaries and spelling sheets. In
student folders and SMHW.
 Edexcel GCSE PE specification 2016.
Click here.
 Class notes
 SMHW – All PLC’s and topic resources
will be accessible here.

How can parents support in the revision process

Resources that you can buy:
 CGP GCSE Edexcel PE 9-1: Exam
Practice
 CGP GCSE Edexcel PE 9-1: Revision
guide
 CGP Complete revision and Practice
If students are missing notes go onto SMHW.
Help them to get organised first.

There is a lot of content to remember
and PE is an early exam.
Encourage students to use the 4 Steps to
Revision guide. Ensure students are
completing steps 1 and 2 before moving on
(note making and memorising).
Encourage students to use a variety of revision
techniques and resources.
Check students have allocated a realistic
amount of time for PE theory on their student
revision timetable.
Support students with marking their exam
questions using the mark schemes.
Click here for theory and practice
specifications and exam practice paper and
mark schemes.

Strategies for effective revision

Focus initially on PE topics that students find
the most difficult.

Subject

Religious Studies

Topics included in the exam

The study of religions
Chapter 1: Beliefs and teachings Judaism
Chapter 2: Practices Judaism
Chapter 1: Beliefs and teachings Islam
Chapter 2: Practices Islam

Resources available

How to access resource

How can parents support in the revision process

Strategies for effective revision

Essay practice tips
Sample questions
Text book
Practice Questions
Quote booklets
Revision notes
Revision notes, quotes, practice questions - Show my
homework
Text book
AQA website

There is a wealth of material to revise. Parents should:
1. Encourage students to produce revision cards
2. Time students writing essays from the book, AQA
website etc.
3. Encourage students to complete papers in a timed
environment
4. Encourage students to create a bank of quotes
connected to each unit to help them memorise.
 Condense information unit by unit
 Time yourself on answering a variety of questions ie 2
marks, 4markers, 5 markers, 12 marks
 Memorise quotes

Subject

Science (combined and triple Science)

Topics included in the exam

Combined Science


Biology CB1-4




Chemistry CC1-8
Physics CP 1,2,4,5,8

Triple Science





Resources available

Biology SB1-4
Chemistry SC1-10
Physics SP1-5

www.fronter.com/brent
username: science.101
password: jfs1
Go to rooms/ Science Resource Library to find a
huge range of useful resources including
specimen exam papers, past papers, key word
glossaries, specification checklists, a guide to
every core practical, quick quizzes, answers to all
questions from the textbook and other useful
resources.
Specification Booklets outline the curriculum to
revise.
Edexcel textbook and interactive short-answer
activities are accessible from
www.pearsonactivelearn.com
Student Central Resource Library (folder:
curriculum/ Science) for key word glossaries,
specification checklists, quick quizzes, answers to
all questions from the textbook and other useful
resources
BBC Bitesize Revision (Excellent website)
Using other GCSE websites especially any specific
to Edexcel.
Science Support club G115 every Thursday

How to access resource

How can parents support in the revision process

Strategies for effective revision

www.pearsonactivelearn.com uses the login
username assigned to students individually.
There is a ‘forgot password’ button if needed.
Central Resource Library can be accessed in
school, they can download all resources onto a
USB easily.
Clear a workable space so students can work on
it with no TV, radio or computers or mobile
phones.
Parents can monitor work and focus.
Parents should ask to see the student’s revision
calendar.
Focus your revision on the statements in the
specification, making sure you understand the

command words such as describe, explain,
calculate etc.
Do not spend the whole time writing beautiful
revision notes. Try to summarise information,
and spend more time testing yourself on your
notes by writing them out from memory, and
applying your knowledge by answering
questions.
Revision Cards (homemade by student),
sometimes these are called flashcards and are
when a keyword or phrase is written on one side
of the card and the definition on the other, so
they can test themselves. Keywords are easily
located in the textbook as they are written in
bold.
Answering the progression questions on each
double page spread in the textbook.
Practising questions with peers.
Answering old exam papers and using the exam
mark schemes to assess that work.
Drawing mindmaps of key concepts.
Selecting 3-5 keywords at random from a topic
and trying to link them (this will assess their
application skills and will be useful for higher
level questions).
BBC Bitesize Revision (Excellent website)
Using other GCSE websites (there are many
available).
Science Revision & H/W Lunch Club

